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2019 
HOLIDAY  
GIFT GUIDE
Compiled by Todd Mrowice

Cover Up Already
Give the gift of head covers! 
Sunfish can help you create a 
truly unique and classy design. 
Much like this custom Chicago 
design, if you can dream it, 
Sunfish can make it for you. 
Creating it on the website is 
half the fun!
$54.99 and up.
www.sunfishsales.com

Cutting To The Cigar Chase
There’s nothing worse than sitting down in 
the backyard or in the cart with your favorite 
cigar and not having a cutter. The Colibri 
Quasar sits on your table and provides 
v-cut and s-cut options by pushing down on 
the top peak. There’s non-slip stability with 
bottom twist cap for disposing of clippings.
$125
www.colibri.com

Thrill To Your Grill
Scraping the grill is a thing of the past. Grillbot is 

the world’s first automatic grill cleaning robot. 
High impact, high heat resistant materials allow 

this device to clean a grill cold or hot up to 
250 degrees. Three powerful motors pickup 

even the most charred pieces. Brushes are 
dishwasher safe. Fits any size grill.

$89.99
www.grillbots.com

A Twofer Bag For All
The Ogio Alpha Convoy 514 RTC golf bag 
is two bags in one. RTC stands for range-
to-cart because the legs can tuck away 

easily, but the bag has all of the storage 
and organization of a cart bag. 
Strong polyester fabric for on-course 
durability and self-finding magnetic 
closure for straps and towel loop.
$299.99
www.ogio.com

A Trunk Fit For a King
A unorganized trunk gets 
in the way of holiday 
shopping. Picnic at 
Ascot offers a golf trunk 
organizer for everything 
you bring to the course and 
then some. Ventilation area 
over the shoe compartment 
along with area dividers 
makes this organizer an 
essential item. Available in 
black and hounds tooth.

$37.50
www.picnicatascot.com

Glove Of a Different Color
If Bender Gloves doesn’t have a golf glove to match 
your outfit, you might want to go change. The 
company’s synthetic gloves are available in 12 colors 
and have a traditional feel to go along with a non-
traditional look. Spandex inserts provide maximum 
comfort and flexibility.
$14.99
bendergloves.com

A Port to Seek
Graham’s Six Grapes Reserve Port has 
a seductive, rich aroma of ripe plums, 
cherries, figs and dark chocolate 
notes. On the palate it’s complex, 
with an excellent structure and a long, 
lingering finish. It is fruity, with good 

concentration. 
       Six Grapes is one 
of Graham’s original Port 
blends—it is a very full-bodied, 
luscious wine drawn from the 
same vineyards as Graham’s 
Vintage Ports. Blended from 
two or three years’ harvests, 
the wine is an average of 
five to six years old when it is 
lightly filtered and bottled.
      Six Grapes pairs 
particularly well with dark 
chocolate or blue cheese, but 
is also delicious on its own as 
a luscious dessert in a glass, 
perfect for those cold winter 
nights.
$24
sixgrapes.grahams-port.com
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